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American Political, Economic & Security Issues
The Border Wall
Effect on Tribal and Private Landowners
Edited by Alexander Durrell

Private, tribal, and state-owned land constitutes 70 percent of the border. In order to
construct barriers across this land, the administration has used eminent domain, a
process by which the government can forcibly seize privately-owned land for public use
in exchange for compensation. This book looks at the effect of the border wall on
private and tribal landowners.
HB 9781536192780 £203.99 March 2021 Nova Science Publishers 380 pages

The Supreme Court
Rulings, Conduct and the Appointment Process
Edited by Suzanne J. Ragusa

The Supreme Court term that began on October 7, 2019 was one of the most eventful
in recent history. The Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic colored much of
the Court’s work, leading the Court to close its building to the public indefinitely,
postpone oral arguments originally scheduled for March and April of 2020, and, for the
first time in history, telephonically conduct oral arguments in roughly a dozen cases
over two weeks in May 2020. The Court, which typically recesses for the summer in late
June, continued to issue opinions through the second week of July 2020 because of
delays caused by the pandemic. And substantively, the October 2019 Term included the
Court issuing several orders concerning litigation over various state-government
responses to the pandemic.
The Supreme Court’s October 2020 Term is set to begin on October 5; thus, it is likely
the Term will at least begin with only eight Justices. The appointment of a Supreme
Court Justice is an event of major significance in American politics. Each appointment
is of consequence because of the enormous judicial power the Supreme Court exercises
as the highest appellate court in the federal judiciary. To receive appointment to the
Court, a candidate must first be nominated by the President and then confirmed by the
Senate.
This book provides an overview of these important issues, including a discussion of their
broader implications.
HB 9781536188936 £203.99 December 2020 Nova Science Publishers 317 pages

2020 Elections
Security, COVID-19 and Mail Voting
Edited by Sabine Schmidt

Election Day is the day legally established to select public officials in the United States.
General elections for federal offices—President, Vice President, and U.S. Congress
Congress—are held on the Tuesday after the first Monday in November in evennumbered years. This book deals with the many issues surrounding the upcoming 2020
elections, including: security in the aftermath of Russian interference during the 2016
elections, the problems caused by the COVID pandemic and the Electoral College.
HB 9781536185645 £172.99 October 2020 Nova Science Publishers 231 pages
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Asian Political, Economic & Social Issues
Challenges of Law and Governance in Indonesia in the Disruptive Era
I
Edited by Heru Susetyo

This book originates from papers presented at the 2nd ICLAVE 2018 conference in Bali,
Indonesia, on 5-6 November 2018, organized by the faculty of law at Universitas
Indonesia. The conference aims to provide an international platform for academicians,
researchers and budding students around the world to share their findings and foster
future collaborations. Various topics related to the clash between law and the Industrial
Revolution 4.0 were covered at the conference. The organizer believes that the law
must deal with disruptive innovation, digitalization, and the constant development of
technology concerning how to protect personal data, artificial intelligence, financial
technology, and other things that accompany technological progress. There are around
30 articles in this book that discuss laws in the disruptive era from the perspectives of
administrative law, constitutional law, business law, intellectual property law, and
criminal law.
HB 9781536191295 £141.99 May 2021 Nova Science Publishers 226 pages

Challenges of Law and Governance in Indonesia in the Disruptive Era
II
Edited by Heru Susetyo

This book originates from papers presented at the 2nd ICLAVE 2018 conference in Bali,
Indonesia, on 5-6 November 2018, organized by the faculty of law at Universitas
Indonesia. The conference aims to provide an international platform for academicians,
researchers and budding students around the world to share their findings and foster
future collaborations. Various topics related to the clash between law and the Industrial
Revolution 4.0 were covered at the conference. The theme for the 2nd International
Conference on Law and Governance in a Global Context (the 2nd iCLave) is “Law and
Governance in the Disruptive Era.” The term “disruptive” refers to the latest trends
related to the utilization of technology, automation process, data exchange and cloud
computing, and also includes the cyber-physical system, Internet of Things (IoT), cloud
computing, and cognitive computing. The organizer believes that the law must deal
with disruptive innovation, digitalization, and the constant development of technology
concerning how to protect personal data, artificial intelligence, financial technology,
and other things that accompany technological progress. There are around 30 articles
in this book that discuss laws in the disruptive era from the perspectives of human
rights and access to justice, adat (customary) law and Sharia law, judiciary law, and
international law.
HB 9781536191301 £203.99 May 2021 Nova Science Publishers
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Burma
Background, U.S. Relationship and Human Rights Abuses
Edited by Mateo Kavanagh

Major changes in Burma’s political situation since 2016 have raised questions
concerning the appropriateness of U.S. policy toward Burma (Myanmar) in general, and
the current restrictions on relations with Burma in particular. Various developments in
Burma between 2010 and 2016 led the Obama Administration and others to perceive
positive developments toward the restoration of a democratically elected civilian
government in that nation after nearly five decades of military rule. Based on that
perception, the Obama Administration waived most of the sanctions on Burma,
particularly after Aung San Suu Kyi and the National League for Democracy won the
2015 parliamentary elections and a new NLD-controlled Union Parliament took office
in April 2016. Certain events since 2016, however, have led some to call for the
reinstatement of some of the waived sanctions and/or the imposition of new
restrictions on relations with Burma.
HB 9781536190342 £203.99 December 2020 Nova Science Publishers 412 pages

Asian Countries
Economic, Political and Social Issues
Edited by Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Over the last four decades, Asian countries have experienced a substantial increase in
their global competitiveness. While some of this is due to their economic activity,
politics are also a contributing factor. Technological advances, particularly concerning
the internet and social media, have also contributed, as have many other factors. We
expect information and communication technology led by the development of the
internet to make the transformation of knowledge easier and more efficient, thus
contributing to faster economic growth worldwide. Sound macroeconomic policy and
political conditions facilitate this process.
Many Asian countries have learned from the experience of the Asian Crisis of 1987 when
the Thai baht lost its value due to a shortage of reserves by the Central bank of
Thailand, and capital outflow spread throughout the region. Asian countries now know
that to avoid such a run on foreign currencies, they must hold enough reserves to
support their own currency. Sound fiscal and monetary policies, as well as an exchange
rate policy combined with an efficient banking system, are required to enhance the
reserve policy. Another requirement for the effectiveness of macroeconomic policies is
desirable political conditions to enhance international confidence in these countries.
Strong political stability requires sound rules, laws, and democratic institutions that
must be transparent. Granting excessive power to any one ruler has proved to lead to
corruption which is an impediment to growth. This book addresses the issues above by
providing theoretical and empirical evidence using data from some countries in Asia.
HB 9781536190274 £172.99 January 2021 Nova Science Publishers 289 pages
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Hong Kong
Past, Present and Future
Edited by Wei Teng

Hong Kong: Past, Present and Future first explores the “non-national” features of Hong
Kong citizenship by analysing its development in relation to three key features:
people’s identities, uneven political participation, and the development of civil
society.
The subsequent study explores ideological detachment from ideas of “nation-ness”, if
English language discourse is to produce a stable model of Hong Kong identity.
The authors examine the discourses of young people and older people pertaining to
socio-political issues concerning Hong Kong, reviewing major research studies
conducted in Hong Kong on young people’s attitudes towards the society.
The closing review provides an extensive summary on phonetics and phonology research
on Hong Kong English in the past two decades, and also discusses how the codification
and standardisation of Hong Kong English would aid in its development.
PB 9781536184471 £72.99 October 2020 Nova Science Publishers 88 pages

Congressional Policies, Practices & Procedures
Black Lung Programs
MSHA, Benefits and Challenges
Edited by Ross D. Blodgett

The federal government pays benefits to coal miners affected by coal workers’
pneumoconiosis (CWP, commonly referred to as black lung disease) and other lung
diseases linked to coal mining in cases where responsible mine operators are not able
to pay. This book looks at the Mine Safety and Health Administration’s coal dust rules
and provides background information and policy options concerning the Black Lung
Disability Trust Fund.
HB 9781536193886 £203.99 May 2021 Nova Science Publishers

Defence, Security & Strategies
Geopolitics in the Twenty-First Century
Territories, Identities, and Foreign Policies
Edited by Nuno Morgado

This book is dedicated to geopolitics in the 21st century. Several scholars from slightly
different backgrounds (geopolitics, international relations, history, and political
science) have come together to develop the geopolitical research program as an
approach to international relations. This book includes research on the great powers
that have permanent seats on the UN security council, as well as Japan and Brazil, as
regional powers that may increase in influence in the 21st century international arena.
Despite the methodological richness of the individual contributions, all chapters
address the core(s) of geopolitical thought – the territorial and identity-based realities
that shape politics, foreign policies, and grand strategies – thereby adding value to the
research agenda of geopolitical studies.
HB 9781536190359 £172.99 January 2021 Nova Science Publishers 248 pages
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Europe: Past, Present & Future
Armenia and Azerbaijan
Countries in Crisis
Edited by William Mitchell

Armenia and Azerbaijan both used to be part of the Soviet Union, but since that
crumbled, ethnic tensions between Armenians and Azerbaijanis increased in the
Nagorno-Karabakh region. Nagorno-Karabakh is recognized as part of Azerbaijan, but is
predominantly populated by ethnic Armenians. The long-simmering conflict has been
escalating in recent months. This book looks at the background and upheaval in these
two countries.
HB 9781536190083 £203.99 January 2021 Nova Science Publishers 323 pages

Global Political Studies
Structural Realism and Systemic Geopolitical Analysis
Convergences and Divergences
Ioannis Th. Mazis

This book emphasizes the comparative study of theoretical as well as hypothetical
issues of structural realism of international relations theory vis-à-vis those of systemic
geopolitical analysis. Are they scientific fields evolved in parallel, common
philosophical and cognitive roots? Could they be used as complementary theoretical
tools or their relation is disjunctive and contrapuntal? When decoding the core
hypotheses of structural realism and systemic geopolitical analysis, an effort takes
place for the sake of the central scientific aim; i.e. the untainted descriptive analysis
without ontologically groundless claims.
The debate on interstate relations and the framework, on which these are structured,
is long-term with its philosophical background detected at the juxtaposition between
those referring to “sein” and the others expressing the “sollen”. This research struggles
to explain the converging and diverging points of view between the neorealist approach
of international relations theory and the systemic geopolitical analysis.
PB 9781536191967 £72.99 February 2021 Nova Science Publishers 122 pages

United Nations
Human Rights, Peacekeeping and Funding
Edited by Alex Pereira Goncalves

The United Nations (U.N.) is a global organization dedicated to international peace and
stability. The U.N. was established in 1945 following the events of World War II. It is
currently made up of 193 Member States. The United Nations can take action on the
issues confronting humanity in the 21st century, such as peace and security, climate
change, sustainable development, human rights, disarmament, terrorism,
humanitarian and health emergencies, gender equality, governance, food production,
and more. This book looks at issues involving the United Nations.
HB 9781536186222 £203.99 October 2020 Nova Science Publishers 370 pages
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Human Rights: Contemporary Issues & Perspectives
A Focus on Human Rights
Edited by Christiane Baasch

Congress has guided and shaped the U.S role in the current international human rights
architecture, which grew out of the atrocities and destruction of World War II. The
United Nations (U.N.) Charter, signed in 1945, included broad expressions of support
for human rights and fundamental freedoms. This book addresses human rights issues.
HB 9781536193398 £203.99 March 2021 Nova Science Publishers 340 pages

The Recovery of Human Rights
Laura Westra

Human rights were established in law many decades ago and were primarily intended
to ensure that citizens could be protected from the absolute authority of the State.
However, things are completely different today: first, the power of the state has
declined substantially for many reasons, primarily the fact that a great number of
functions, formerly performed by the state, have been taken over by private
enterprises, who work for their own interest, nor for the public good.
Moreover, these enterprises are no controlled either by domestic or by international
legal instruments or organizations. The United Nations are nominally responsible for all
the people of the world, according to their own Charter, but in this case as well, their
authority is undermined by other entries keen to establish their power and to advance
their economic interests, while the protection of human rights, of human life and
dignity, are not considered.
Finally, it is not only the legal infrastructure that has changed substantively, but the
classic human rights of long ago are far different from the rights that need to be
protected today. Climate change and the ongoing destruction of nature, the presence
of land grabs, are now viewed as crimes against humanity, as they represent conditions
that did not exist in earlier times. Similarly, the racist disregard for Indigenous Peoples
and their rights are increasingly prevalent today.
The conditions that exist today, where the threats to human health and life go far
beyond what existed at the time human rights were established, such as the pandemic
that reigns globally since 2019, has rendered our attempts to recover the respect and
protection of human rights, which therefore require a radical reformulation.
PB 9781536184945 £84.99 October 2020 Nova Science Publishers 177 pages
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India: Economic, Political & Social Issues
West Bengal
Economic, Political and Social Issues
Edited by Rhianu Bowell

Globally, industrialization and urbanization are leading to improvement in society’s
economic condition which is often accompanied by lifestyle changes including physical
inactivity, unhealthy diet and harmful use of tobacco and alcohol. These altered
lifestyles bring about non-communicable diseases (NCDs) like obesity, hypertension
(HTN) and diabetes mellitus (DM). The risk factors of the lifestyle induced NCDs are
measurable and largely modifiable. So, continuous surveillance on the levels and
patterns of risk factors is of fundamental importance to control NCDs. Chapter 1 focuses
on this and conducted a study on 1216 male individuals of different socio-economic
status residing at Kolkata, West Bengal.
The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) was
initiated in India in 2006 with a view to creating more wage employment in rural areas
thereby ameliorating rural poverty. But after the completion of more than a decade,
the effects and roles of the scheme are found to be manifolds. Particularly, if we
consider the impact of women. Chapter 2 looks at how the role of women have changed,
especially in the family, and how that impacts society.
In chapter 3, the authors performed a study to assess age trends in anthropometric
measures and nutritional status among adult Mahali females. It was a community-based
cross-sectional study, carried out in selected four villages of Bankura district, West
Bengal, India.
PB 9781536192377 £72.99 February 2021 Nova Science Publishers 103 pages

Kerala
Past, Present and Future Perspectives
Edited by Anju Lis Kurian

Kerala, a narrow stretch of land on the foothills of the Western Ghats is bestowed with
nature’s magic and ranks highly among tourist destinations globally. Kerala’s society
has evolved through spectacular religious and reform movements.
The book is a compilation of 17 chapters which promulgate the rich traditions,
biodiversity, politics, governance, climate change and health of Kerala, outlining the
past, present and future. The book is helpful for those who seek answers about the
multicultural society ladder and success stories with an in-depth and panoramic
approach.
HB 9781536187106 £203.99 October 2020 Nova Science Publishers 331 pages
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Key Government Reports
Key Government Reports
Volume 38
Edited by Ernest Clark

This book is a comprehensive compilation of all reports, testimony, correspondence
and other publications issued by the GAO (Government Accountability Office) during
the month of July, grouped according to topics. This book is focused on the following
topics:
· Information Security
· Science and Technology
PB 9781536167269 £84.99 October 2020 Nova Science Publishers 193 pages

Middle Eastern Politics
Syria, the Desert and the Sown

Edited by Gertrude Margaret Lowthian Bell
Syria, The Desert and the Sown covers Gertrude Margaret Lowthian Bell’s travels
through Palestine and Syria. The book contains a valuable firsthand account of Syrian
life and customs.
HB 9781536191387 £203.99 January 2021 Nova Science Publishers 344 pages

Natural Disaster Research, Prediction & Mitigation
The National Flood Insurance Program
Background, Issues and Reauthorization
Edited by Scott I. Newman

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was established by the National Flood
Insurance Act of 1968 and was most recently reauthorized to September 30, 2020,
through a series of short-term reauthorizations. The general purpose of the NFIP is both
to offer primary flood insurance to properties with significant flood risk, and to reduce
flood risk through the adoption of floodplain management standards. This book provides
information on key components of the NFIP.
HB 9781536191158 £203.99 February 2021 Nova Science Publishers 426 pages
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Political Science & History
Smart Development
The Political Economy in a Post-COVID-19 World
Arno Tausch

In its much-debated Human Development Report 2020, the United Nations Human
Development Program attempted to present indicators of development which are
planetary pressures-adjusted. In the present book by Arno Tausch, the author presents
further reflections in this important and evolving field, vital for any informed debate
about the Paris Climate Accord. Tausch adjusts the development achievements and
setbacks of the countries of the world by ecological footprint per capita. With the
hitherto existing globalized political economy in ruins in the wake of the Covid-19
pandemic and the ensuing global economic depression, a new societal contract has to
emerge which combines well-being with a minimum of energy inputs, thus reducing
planetary pressures.
Tausch attempts to answer vital questions, raised by the debates on the Paris climate
accords, and the recent UNDP Human Development Index. Is a liberal economy, based
on economic freedom, compatible with the attempt to “deliver” a maximum amount
of democracy, economic growth, gender equality, human development, research and
development, and social cohesion with a minimum of planetary pressure?
Tausch looks at the cross-national drivers and bottlenecks of “smart development,”
using standard comparative cross-national data. The book shows that those attempting
to reduce planetary pressure and to work towards fulfilling the Paris Climate Accords
have to start thinking about such issues as gender justice, economic freedom,
globalization, population density, and migration, if they really want to bring about
development with a minimum of planetary pressure.
HB 9781536193794 £141.99 May 2021 Nova Science Publishers

The Myth of the West
Enrico Ferri

The Myth of Western Civilization: The West as an Ideological Category and a Political
Myth has set for itself two different but complementary targets. The first is to show
that what is commonly taken as a historical given, “Western Civilization”, is actually
an ideological construction that has come to absorb the most disparate of contents. It
is a common acceptance to intend Western Civilization as the liberal-democratic way
of life and capitalist economy that apply in Euro-America. Many among those who
believe in the existence and paramountcy of Western Civilization at the same time
sustain that Western Civilization can be traced back at the very dawn of Europe and
that, depending on who makes the claim, it can be linked to the birth of Greece and
Rome and, successively, to Christianity and democracy, often establishing relationships
between these varying cultures. While showing the difficulty of considering them
instances of the same historical event, The Myth of the West highlights the essential
contribution by civilizations like the Phoenician and the Arab to the development of
the classical world and modern Europe.
HB 9781536188684 £172.99 January 2021 Nova Science Publishers 294 pages
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The Cosmopolitan Businessman
World and Worldview of Greek Merchant-Entrepreneurs
Ariadni Moutafidou

Ariadni Moutafidou, a well-known historian who wrote extensively about the history of
Greece in modern times, focuses in her newest book, The Cosmopolitan Businessman,
on the nineteenth century history of the Greek mercantile diaspora in its time of
prominence. Drawing on a wide range and variety of research Moutafidou examines
entrepreneurial networks formed across geographic boundaries in land and sea relating
cultures, ideology and mentalities with economic practice and business performance.
The author investigates cases of distinguished personalities and prominent Greek
merchant-entrepreneurs and shipowners shedding light on their activities and ideas,
and on how they appraised their business and their competitors. Vikelas, the first
President of the International Olympic Committee, along with the Melas, Mavros and
Basileiou families, Malta-based broker Pappaffy, an influential businessman of the
British and Mediterranean economic world and a celebrated philanthropist, the Rallis,
Petrocochinos and Salvagos, Syngros and the Zarifis, are only few of the many
captivating figures appearing in the book. Moutafidou thoroughly looks into sources
such as memoirs, literature, archives, commercial trade books, the press as well as
family records and references made by rival businessmen. She compares various
historical times, regions and ethnic groups, and draws useful parallels and/or
differences with the Greek case. In the process, she investigates the relations between
distinct, ethnic mercantile communities, using the Greek case in particular and the
paradigm of leading Jewish merchant-bankers West and East, such as the
Bischoffsheims, Oppenheims, or Camondos, and exploring the themes of
internationalization, competition and cooperation, risk and innovation. Her method
allows her to enrich our knowledge about early globalization, about the importance of
liberalism, and the operation of capitalist activity. An original book, unique in its field.
Historians, their students, and an interested public as well, will greatly appreciate this
significant contribution to the study of economic, social and cultural history of the
Greek mercantile diaspora, Europe and the Mediterranean world.
HB 9781536191875 £203.99 February 2021 Nova Science Publishers 330 pages

Encyclopedia of Elections (7 Volume Set)
Edited by Bryan Martin

Encyclopedia of Elections organizes researchers from around the world in political
studies and related disciplines and maintains an up-to-date reference work for readers
worldwide. Please review the Table of Contents for more in-depth information.
HB 9781536190618 £1,106.99 February 2021 Nova Science Publishers 1973 pages
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200 Years and Beyond
The Changing Social, Economics and the Politics of Britain and
America since the Industrial Revolution
Maurice Mullard

This book examines the changing social political and economics landscapes that
continue to shape and define the Britain and America that we know today. The
industrial Revolution was defined by technology in cotton spinning, in the building of
canals, railways and telegraphy. The intensity of economic change meant changes in
social and political expectations from the Chartists seeking to widen the franchise in
Britain to Civil War and slavery in America. Social progress ebbs and flows; nothing in
history is linear. Strikes were won and lost. Coxey’s army marched to show the plight
of unemployment as many others would do during the Depression of the 1930s. America
had the New Deal and Britain provided social forms of protection to deal with
unemployment.
The 1950s to 1970s are described as the years of calm waters of fully employment
continuing prosperity people buying their first cars their first homes and domestic
appliances.
Stagflation became the problem for the 1980s of dealing with inflation and revisiting
unemployment to new prosperity of the 1990s and the financial meltdown of 2008.
People in 2020 have different lived experiences to those of 1820. Yet life in 2020 brings
new but different challenges to 1820.
The books is aimed at students of history of economics of social change and politics.
It is however also aimed at a wider readership as it tries to tell 200 years of history as
a journey that continues to shape both countries.
HB 9781536186987 £172.99 October 2020 Nova Science Publishers 318 pages

Social Issues, Justice & Status
Child in Africa
Opportunities and Challenges
Edited by Nicolette Roman

When we focus on children and adolescents younger than 18 years, we have an
opportunity to intervene through policy and practice aimed at improving the quality of
life and opportunities to thrive. Through evidence-informed decisions and interventions
we have the opportunity to shift a generation of children and adolescents and transform
a society. Children living on the African continent tend to live within diverse, and often
challenging environments. These community and familial environments in which
children and adolescents come from, are also the context and environments which
fosters growth and development. This book, Child in Africa: Opportunities and
Challenges, presents studies of children living on the African continent, covering
various developmental stages which include children in their early years of life, middle
childhood and adolescence – all living in different environments on the African
continent. Using mixed methods approaches and backed by rigorous methods the book
covers topics such as child and adolescent mental health, parenting, children and
disability, parenting in adversity, the impact of dental caries on early childhood
development, adolescent identity in post-apartheid South Africa, hookah pipe use and
relational aspects to families, young fathers, and intervening in adolescent health risk
behaviour. The book presents interesting debates and discussions focused on the child
in Africa, aimed to inform both policy and practice.
HB 9781536193343 £203.99 May 2021 Nova Science Publishers
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Refugee Crisis
Global Perspectives, Challenges and Issues
Edited by Paul Leclair

Due to Greece’s geographical position and socio-political background, the country is at
the heart of the migration phenomenon. As such, Refugee Crisis: Global Perspectives,
Challenges and Issues first reviews the new technologies by which the borders of Greece
are secured.
The authors study and analyze the phenomenon of irregular immigration, particularly
with respect to its causes and potential security issues.
Continuing, this compilation seeks to determine the diversity of Estonian-language and
Russian-language discourses in the context of immigration-related issues, questioning
whether the refugee crisis has influenced the political identities of the dominant
majority and the Russian-speaking minority in Estonia.
The collaborative projects of UNHCR-Pakistan related to Afghan refugee children’s
education in Pakistan are explored, aiming to assess the actions that have been taken
by Pakistan for Afghan refugees.
The refugee migration from Syria has been called the humanitarian crisis of our time.
In closing, after examining other System Dynamics models that relate to the refugee
crisis, the authors build a model to incorporate a sub-model of the Syrian civil war,
along with a sub-model of the movement of refugees and their eventual immigration.
PB 9781536185225 £84.99 October 2020 Nova Science Publishers 172 pages

Terrorism, Hot Spots & Conflict-related Issues
Suicide Terrorists and Terrorism
A Suicidologist Critically Reviews the Research
David Lester

There has never been a thorough review of the research and speculation on suicide
terrorism. The author has read roughly 600 articles on suicide terrorism for this book.
250 are cited because they had something to offer. 350 are listed separately as a
reference source for others.
There have been almost no experts on suicide writing on the topic. The author found
only three articles on suicide terrorism in suicidology or death journals. Those writing
on suicide terrorism have little or no expertise in the field of suicidology. This review
is written by a suicidologist. For example, writers on suicide terrorism never cite work
on suicide in the oppressed, imitation and contagion effects in suicide, typologies of
suicidal behavior, or mass murder. (The present author has written a book on mass
murder and published research on mass murder in addition to his extensive work on
suicide.)
The book starts with introductory chapters on suicide and mass murder to provide a
setting for the review.
The book is a critical review and so will be provocative. All the speculations are
mentioned, and the research is reviewed and, if appropriate, critiqued.
HB 9781536187403 £203.99 October 2020 Nova Science Publishers 321 pages
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The Fight against Terrorism
Edited by James M. Doan

Terrorism remains one of the most serious threats to international peace and security.
As terrorist threats have multiplied in their scope and scale so has the efforts to prevent
and combat terrorism, including addressing conditions that create fertile ground for
terrorist groups to recruit. This book looks at the many different ways to prevent future
terrorist attacks.
HB 9781536192667 £203.99 February 2021 Nova Science Publishers 373 pages
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The Fight against Terrorism
The Myth of the West
The National Flood Insurance Program
The Recovery of Human Rights
The Supreme Court
United Nations
West Bengal

HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB

9781536186987
9781536185645
9781536193398
9781536190083
9781536190274
9781536193886
9781536190342

£
£
£
£
£
£
£

HB

9781536191295

£ 141.99

HB
HB
HB
HB
PB
HB
PB
PB
HB
PB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
PB
HB
HB
PB

9781536191301
9781536193343
9781536190618
9781536190359
9781536184471
9781536187106
9781536167269
9781536185225
9781536193794
9781536191967
9781536187403
9781536191387
9781536192780
9781536191875
9781536192667
9781536188684
9781536191158
9781536184945
9781536188936
9781536186222
9781536192377

£ 203.99
£ 203.99
£1,106.99
£ 172.99
£
72.99
£ 203.99
£
84.99
£
84.99
£ 141.99
£
72.99
£ 203.99
£ 203.99
£ 203.99
£ 203.99
£ 203.99
£ 172.99
£ 203.99
£
84.99
£ 203.99
£ 203.99
£
72.99

172.99
172.99
203.99
203.99
172.99
203.99
203.99

Qty

Total

